Date: Tuesday, February 2, 2016
Time: 12:00 PM PT; 1:00 PM MT; 2:00 PM CT; 3:00 PM ET

Dial in: 1.800.377.8846
Pass Code: 37484465#

In Attendance
Kathleen Wolin, ScD, Chair
David X. Marquez, PhD, Co-Chair
Lila J. Rutten, PhD, MPH, Past Chair

Staff
Erin Trimmer
Johanna Moss

Unable/not asked to attend
Amy Stone
Marian L. Fitzgibbon, PhD, President
Molly L. Greaney, PhD
Christopher N. Sciamanna, MD, MPH
Reginald Tucker-Seeley, ScD
Elissa Jelalian, PhD
Diane M. Santa-Maria, DrPH, MSN, RN
Courtney J. Peasant, PhD, MS
Kristi D. Graves, PhD

1. Approved minutes from 12.16.15 call
Dr. Wolin moved to approve the minutes, minutes were approved.

2. Review Rapid Communications Track Chair Rejections
Dr. Wolin suggested each committee member review the track chair abstract rejection recommendations to determine if they thought any of the abstracts should be reconsidered. If any member of the committee felt an abstract should be accepted, it would be accepted. Committee to provide staff with their decisions via email after the call.

3. Identify Additional Candidates for the “Impact of Food Environment on Health Outcomes” Paper Session Chair Position
Dr. Wolin suggested Bradley Appelhaus and Dr. Marquez suggested Angela Odoms-Young as potential chairs for the session.

Next Conference Call
Tuesday, February 16, 2016
Time: 12:00 PM PT; 1:00 PM MT; 2:00 PM CT; 3:00 PM ET

Dial in: 1.800.377.8846
Pass Code: 37484465#